XENON BOARDS RELEASE OF LIABILITY, WAIVE OF
CLAIM & ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT
Xenon Boards represented by Surfpeople Ltd based in
Poland, Dolna 3-go Maja 1a/3, 20-079 Lublin,hereby
referred as Xenon Boards.
§1.Waive of Claim & Realease Agreement
If you are using any of Xenon Boards products or it's
part (accessories), you agree to the following:
To waive any claim against Xenon Boards, it's agents,
distribiutors, dealers & employees resulting from using
Xenon Boards products or any of their parts.
To release Xenon Boards, it's it's agents,
distribiutors, dealers & employees from any damage, loss,
expense or injury caused by using any of Xenon Boards
products. The user refers also to the user's next of kin
or heirs.
To waive any claim that occur to a third part while using
Xenon Boards products, whether by daily use or
negligence.
§2.Assumption of risk
Using Xenon boards or any of their parts you fully
realise & understand the following:
Xenon Boards products are built to use for Kiteboarding
sport. Kiteboarding & using the products for
Kiteboarding, including Xenon Boards, involve a certain
inherent risks, hazards & dangers which can result a
personal or third part serious injury or death. In using
this product you freely agree to assume and accept any
and all known and unknown risks of injury or death while
using this product.
These risks can be greatly reduced by obeying the local
laws, the laws of the ocean, watersports and common
sense.
§3.Binding Effect Of Agreement
In the event of your death, this agreement will fully
apply on your next of kin or heirs and their
representatives.

§4.Arbitration
You hereby freely agree that in further to this
agreement, any claim which you believe you have against
Xenon Boards, any legel act or arbitration shall be
pursuant by the Polish laws and shall be settled by
arbitration withing the Polish jurisdiction.
§5. General
In entering of this agreement, you hereby freely agree
not to rely on any other source for it's content, not
written neither oral, from any of Xenon Boards agents,
distribiutors, dealers & employees.

